Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the important tasks of Information Extraction (IE) is Event Detection (ED) in Natural Language Processing (NLP) that seeks to identify event triggers in sentences and classify them into some predefined types of interest. Event triggers amount to the most important words (usually single verbs or nominalizations) in the sentences that are responsible for evoking the events. For instance, according to the annotation guideline of the Automatic Context Extraction evaluation (ACE) 2005[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, the word "*fired*" in the following sentence is the trigger word for an event of type *Attack*:

**S1**: *The police* **[fired]{.ul}***tear gas and water cannons in street battles with activists.*

Most of the recent studies on ED has followed the deep learning approach where the representations of the triggers and their sentences are induced automatically from data to perform classification \[[@CR2], [@CR9], [@CR25]\]. It has been shown that this approach is able to mitigate the feature engineering effort and avoid the reliance on other NLP toolkits for feature generation \[[@CR12]\], leading to ED models with better performance and robustness \[[@CR9]\].

The typical components in the recent deep learning models for ED involve Convolutional Neural Networks \[[@CR2], [@CR21]\], Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) \[[@CR22]\], attention mechanisms \[[@CR16]\] and their combinations. Among many variations of the model architectures for ED, one key insight is some context words in the sentences are very important to correctly classify the trigger words and modeling those important context words appropriately is crucial to the success of the ED models. Consider the two following sentences as an example:

**S2**: *She needs to go home to meet a friend at 5, so she has to* **[leave]{.ul}***the company early.*

**S3**: *She decided to* **[leave]{.ul}***the company for a better job.*

Both sentences contain the word "*leave*" that triggers different event types in this case (i.e., an *Transport* event in **S2** and an *End-Position* event in **S3**). Due to this ambiguity, the word "*leave*" itself would not be sufficient to determine its event types in these sentences, necessitating the modeling of the relevant context words. In particular, the necessary context words for ED in **S2** would be "*company*", "*to*", "*go*" and "*home*" while those words in **S3** involve "*company*", "*for*", "*better*, and "*job*".

In order to model the important context words for ED, we first need to locate such words in the sentences for the event trigger candidates. The prior work on ED has mainly addressed this problem by devising some heuristics/strategy for relevant word selection based on the intuition and examination of a sample of event mentions. The two typical word selection strategies for ED have involved: (i) the entity mention strategy: selecting the words that correspond to the entity mentions and the surrounding words in the sentences \[[@CR16]\] (e.g., the entity mention words "*She*", "*home*", "*friend*", "*she*", and "*company*" in **S2**), and (ii) the dependency strategy: selecting the words connected to the trigger words in the dependency parse trees of the sentences \[[@CR27], [@CR30], [@CR31]\].

A common issue of these previous strategies for relevant word selection for ED is that the important context words are predetermined without considering the specific context words in each sentence. Such predetermined selection rules are brittle as they cannot identify the important context words for ED in all the possible sentences for event mentions. For instance, the entity mention rule would not be able to select the import words "*for*", "*better*" and "*job*" in **S2** as these words are not parts of any entity mentions (assuming the entity mentions defined in ACE 2005). Similarly, the dependency rule would be incapable of directly taking the important words "*go*" and "*home*" in **S3** as they are far apart from "*leave*" in the dependency tree of **S3**. It would be desirable if the context word selection strategies can be customized for each input sentence and its event trigger candidate so the most effective context words for each trigger candidate can be revealed and modeled.

Consequently, instead of using the fixed rules, in this work, we propose a novel method for ED that *learns to select important context words* to perform event prediction for trigger word candidates in the sentences based on deep learning. For an input sentence, we propose to model the word selection process as a sequence of word selection steps that starts with the trigger word candidate of interest. At each step, the next important word for the event prediction would be chosen from the sentence, conditioned on the words that have been previously selected. Such selected words would be composed in the end to produce the feature representation for our ED problem. In particular, along the word selection sequence, a representation vector is maintained to encode the information for the words chosen up to the current step. The representation vector is first set to the representation of the trigger word candidate obtained from an LSTM model. At each step, the current representation vector is used as the query to compute a relevance/importance score for each of the non-selected words and the word with the highest relevance score would be chosen to incorporate into the current representation vector via a composition function. After some selection steps, the final representation vector would be utilized as the features to make prediction for ED. In this way, the model is trained to automatically identify important words in a given input sentence for ED, potentially leading to better relevant word choices to improve ED performance.

A unique property of the proposed model is that we only encapsulate the learned important/relevant words in the overall representation vector for prediction, excluding the irrelevant words (i.e., hard attention). This is in contrast to all the previous models for ED where all the words in the sentences are included in the prediction representation via the weighting schema \[[@CR9], [@CR16]\] (i.e., soft attention), potentially preserving the noise in the irrelevant words and degrading the ED performance.

In the proposed model, we need to deal with the discrete variables to indicate which word has the highest relevance score in each word selection step. These discrete variables are not differential and the usual back-propagation technique cannot be applied directly to train the proposed model. We solve this problem by employing the Gumbel-Softmax method \[[@CR10]\] that takes different paths for the forward and backward phases in the computational graphs in the training process of the proposed model. We conduct extensive experiments on the benchmark datasets for ED (i.e., the ACE 2005 and TAC 2015 datasets) with different settings (i.e., the general setting and the cross-domain setting). The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model by advancing the state-of-the-art performance on those standard datasets over different settings.

Model {#Sec2}
=====

This work formalizes ED as a multi-class word classification problem where we need to predict the event type for a given word in a sentence. The given word is referred as the event trigger candidate or the anchor that constitutes an event mention when it is associated with the corresponding sentence. The event mentions can be seen as examples in our multi-class classification problem. Besides the multiple event types of interest (i.e., the ones in the ACE 2005 dataset), we have a special types, called *Other*, to indicate that a trigger candidate is not expressing any event type of interest.
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Sentence Encoding {#Sec3}
-----------------

In the sentence encoding component, we first transform the discrete tokens in *W* into real-valued vectors. Following the previous work on ED \[[@CR2], [@CR27]\], a word $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Relevant Word Selection {#Sec4}
-----------------------

As described in the introduction, our principle to design the ED model in this work is to follow an iterative procedure to select important words in the sentences to facilitate the event type prediction for the anchor words. In particular, for the input sentence *W*, we perform a sequence of word selections where the most relevant word is selected at each step, conditioning on the chosen words in the previous steps. At the selection step *i*, denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Gumbel-Softmax Training.** The second benefit of STGS is that the model can use the sampled value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w^i_j \in G_i$$\end{document}$. In this way, the back-propagation algorithm can still be used to update the model parameters in the backward phase. Although the STGS estimator is biased, it has been shown to work well for different problems in practice \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR7], [@CR33]\].

Finally, after *k* steps (a hyper-parameter) of word selection, the overall vector representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v^k$$\end{document}$ would be used as the features and fed into a feed-forward neural network with a softmax layer in the end to perform event type prediction for the input sentence *W* with the anchor word $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_a$$\end{document}$. *k* is a hyper-parameter of the model. We train the proposed model by optimizing the negative log-likelihood function of the training data with shuffled mini-batches and the Adam optimizer.

Experiments {#Sec5}
===========

Experiment Settings {#Sec6}
-------------------

**Datasets**

Following the prior work on ED \[[@CR2], [@CR9], [@CR26]\], we evaluate the models in this paper using two benchmark datasets, i.e., the ACE 2005 and the TAC KBP 2015 datasets \[[@CR19]\]. For the ACE 2005 dataset, there are 33 event subtypes, leading to a 34-class classification problem for this dataset (adding a special class *Other* for non-trigger words). We follow the same setting as the previous studies on this dataset to ensure comparable comparison. In particular, we use the same data split with 40 newswire articles for the test set, 30 other documents for the development set and 529 remaining documents for the training set. We also use the entity mentions provided by the annotation in this dataset to generate the BIO tags for the entity type embedding table \[[@CR9], [@CR26]\].

The TAC KBP 2015 dataset involves 38 event subtypes that introduces a 39-class classification problem with the *Other* type. Similar to the other work on this dataset, we employ the official data split provided by the 2015 Event Nugget Detection evaluation \[[@CR19]\], including 360 documents for the training dataset and 202 documents for the test dataset \[[@CR27]\]. We do not use the entity type embedding table in this case as the entity mentions are not provided for this dataset.

**Parameters and Resources**

We tune the model parameters on the ACE 2005 development dataset. We find the following values for the model parameters: 600 hidden units for the forward and backward LSTM networks in the sentence encoding component, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$8.10^{-5}$$\end{document}$ for the learning rate, 50 dimensions for the vectors for the relative distances and the entity type embedding table, 300 dimensions for the other intermediate vectors, 64 for the batch size, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=4$$\end{document}$ for the number of word selection steps. Finally, similar to the previous work \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\], we utilize the pre-trained word embeddings provided by the word2vec model with 300 dimensions \[[@CR18]\].

Evaluation on ACE 2005 {#Sec7}
----------------------

This section compares the proposed model (called *LearnToSelectED*) with the state-of-the-art models on the ACE 2005 dataset. In particular, the following state-of-the-art models are selected for comparison: 1) **CNN**: the CNN model \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], 2) **DM-CNN**: the dynamic multi-pooling CNN \[[@CR2]\], 3) **DM-CNN+**: the DM-CNN model augmented with additional data \[[@CR1]\], 4) **JRNN**: the bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) model \[[@CR22]\], 5) **NCNN**: the non-consecutive CNN \[[@CR26]\], 6) **FrameNet**: the model with additional data from FrameNet \[[@CR15]\], 7) **CNN-LSTM**: the ensemble model of CNN and LSTM \[[@CR6]\], 8) **SupervisedAtt**: the supervised attention model \[[@CR16]\], 9) **DepTensor**: the dependency-bridge RNN \[[@CR31]\], 10) **MultiAtt**: the multilingual attention model \[[@CR14]\], 11) **GCNN-ENT**: the graph-based CNN model with entity mention-based pooling \[[@CR27]\], 12) **SELF-GAN**: the generative adversarial network for ED \[[@CR9]\], 13) **HBT**: the multi-level attention model \[[@CR3]\], and 14) **DEEB-RNN**: the document embedding enhanced RNN model \[[@CR35]\]. Figure [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents the performance.Table 1.Performance on the ACE 2005 dataset. †indicates the use of information beyond the sentence level. ‡Specifies the use of additional training data. *LearnToSelectED* is significantly better than the other models with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p < 0.05$$\end{document}$.ModelPRFCNN \[[@CR25]\]71.866.469.0DM-CNN \[[@CR2]\]75.663.669.1DM-CNN+ \[[@CR1]\]‡75.766.070.5JRNN \[[@CR22]\]66.073.069.3CNN-LSTM \[[@CR6]\]84.664.973.4FrameNet \[[@CR15]\]‡77.665.270.7DepTensor \[[@CR31]\]----69.6SELF-GAN \[[@CR9]\]71.374.773.0NCNN \[[@CR26]\]----71.3GCNN-ENT \[[@CR27]\]77.968.873.1SupervisedAtt \[[@CR16]\]‡76.867.571.9MultiAtt \[[@CR14]\]‡78.966.972.4HBT \[[@CR3]\]†77.969.173.3DEEB-RNN \[[@CR35]\]72.375.874.0Transformer \[[@CR32]\]73.469.571.4*LearnToSelectED*75.475.0**75.2**

Note that in order to demonstrate the benefit of hard attention over soft attention, we also implement the Transformer model \[[@CR32]\] for our ED problem using the same resources for *LearnToSelectED*. The most important observation from the table is that the proposed model *LearnToSelectED* significantly outperforms all the compared methods in this work. In particular, although *LearnToSelect* is only trained on the ACE 2005 training dataset, is also better than the other methods that utilize additional data for training (i.e., **DM-CNN+**, **FrameNet** and **MultiAtt**) (an improvement of 2.8% over the best data-augmented method **MultiAtt** \[[@CR14]\]). Comparing *LearnToSelectED* with the other methods that explicitly select the relevant context words for ED via fixed strategies (e.g., **NCNN**, **SupervisedAtt**, **GCNN-ENT**), we see that *LearnToSelectED* has significantly better performance (an improvement of 2.1% absolute F1 score over the best model **GCNN-ENT** of this type). This testifies to the effectiveness of the automatic identification of important context words for ED in this work. Finally, *LearnToSelectED* is significantly better than the soft attention models (i.e., **SupervisedAtt**, **MultiAtt**, **HBT**, and **Transformer**), demonstrating the advantage of the hard attention mechanism in this work over the soft attention for ED.

Evaluation on TAC KBP 2015 {#Sec8}
--------------------------

For TAC KBP 2015, we compare *LearnToSelectED* with the following state-of-the-art systems (trained and evaluated on the standard split for this dataset): 1) **TAC TOP, TAC SECOND, TAC THIRD**: the three best systems for the Event Nugget Detection task of the TAC KBP 2015 evaluation \[[@CR19]\], 2) **SSED**: the supervised structured event detection model with semantic features and predicates from semantic role labeling \[[@CR29]\], 3) **MSEP**: the minimally supervised event pipeline model \[[@CR29]\], 4) **GCNN-ANC**: the graph-based CNN model with anchor-based pooling \[[@CR27]\], and 5) **GCNN-ENT**: the graph-based CNN model with entity mention-based pooling \[[@CR27]\]. The results are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2.Performance on TAC KBP 2015.ModelPRFTAC TOP \[[@CR19]\]75.247.758.4TAC SECOND \[[@CR19]\]74.046.657.2TAC THIRD \[[@CR19]\]73.744.955.8SSED \[[@CR29]\]69.948.857.5MSEP \[[@CR29]\]69.247.856.6GCNN-ANC \[[@CR27]\]67.350.857.9GCNN-ENT \[[@CR27]\]70.350.658.8*LearnToSelectED*63.758.7**61.1**

It is clear from the table that *LearnToSelectED* is significantly better than the previous ED models on the TAC KBP 2015 dataset. The performance improvement is 2.7% on the absolute F1 score over the best reported system in the TAC KBP 2015 evaluation. In addition, *LearnToSelectED* is 2.3% better than **GCNN-ENT**, the recent state-of-the-art system for ED that explicitly selects and models the relevant context words via the syntactic structures. This further confirms the advantage of automatic word selection in this work.

Analysis {#Sec9}
--------

There are two important components for the operation of the *LearnToSelectED* model, i.e., the function *cm* to compose the overall representation vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u^i_j$$\end{document}$ in Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} based on the LSTM unit (called **LSTM-Compose**), and the procedure to select relevant words in Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} with the STGS estimator (called **LearnSelection**). We write *LearnToSelectED* = **LSTM-Compose** + **LearnSelection** to summarize the main components in *LearnToSelectED*. This section aims to demonstrate the importance of these two components for *LearnToSelectED* in this work. In particular, we try different variations of these two components to see how well they compare with *LearnToSelectED*. For the **LSTM-Compose** component, an alternative, called **RNN-Compose** is to avoid the gating mechanisms in *cm* and only use a simple feed-forward network to transform the concatenation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u^i_j$$\end{document}$ into a new vector as in vanilla RNN units. Regarding the **LearnSelection** component, the possible variations include the fixed strategies to select important words for ED motivated from the previous work. Specifically, we consider the following fixed strategies for important word selection in this section: 1) **All**: selecting all the words in the sentences, 2) **Entity**: selecting the words within the entity mentions of the sentences, motivated by \[[@CR16]\], 3) **Syntax**: selecting the words surrounding the anchor words in the dependency trees, motivated by \[[@CR27]\], 4) **Entity-Syntax**: selecting the words in the unions of those for **Entity** and **Syntax** \[[@CR27]\], and 5) **Window**: selecting the adjacent words in a window of size *win* of the anchor words. The best value of *win* we find via the ACE 2005 development dataset for this variation is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$win=5$$\end{document}$. Note that once a set of words is selected according to one of those five strategies, we perform the composition function *cm* over these words from left to right, keeping their natural order in the sentences. The anchor words are always used to initialize the process. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents the performance of *LearnToSelectED* on the ACE 2005 development dataset when its components are replaced by the variations.Table 3.Ablation study. Performance on the ACE 2005 dev set.ModelPRFLSTM-Compose + LearnSelection74.671.573.0(a.k.a *LearnToSelectED*)RNN-Compose + LearnSelection73.665.869.5LSTM-Compose + All73.363.668.1LSTM-Compose + Entity74.467.871.0LSTM-Compose + Syntax75.766.770.9LSTM-Compose + Entity-Syntax74.969.572.1LSTM-Compose + Window76.267.671.6

The main observations from the table include: (i) the **LSTM-Compose** composition is very important for *LearnToSelectED* as replacing it with **RNN-Compose** would worsen the performance significantly, (ii) among the five variations of **LearnSelection**, **All** has the worst performance as it composes all the words in the sentences, potentially encoding many noisy and irrelevant words, (iii) **Entity** and **Syntax** seem to complement each other as they do not perform well when they are applied individually. However, once they are combined (i.e., **Enity-Syntax**) as in \[[@CR27]\], the performance becomes much better, (iv) **Window** has better performance than **Entity** and **Syntax**, but it is not enough to produce the best performance, and (v) most importantly, **LearnSelection** significantly outperforms its five variations with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p < 0.05$$\end{document}$, eventually demonstrating the effectiveness of *LearnSelection* for ED.

Related Work {#Sec10}
============

ED has been studied extensively in the last decade. The early machine learning approach for ED has mainly hand-designed features to capture linguistic structures of event mentions \[[@CR11]--[@CR13], [@CR34]\]. Recently, a greater attention has been put on deep learning where various networks are proposed to solve ED. The typical network components include CNN \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR23], [@CR25]\], RNN \[[@CR22], [@CR28]\], attention mechanisms \[[@CR14], [@CR16], [@CR20]\], syntactic structures \[[@CR27], [@CR31]\], Generative Adversarial Networks \[[@CR9]\] and document-level representation \[[@CR3]\]. These prior work often captures the important context words via the soft attention mechanism and/or the fixed word selection rules. However, none of these explicitly learns to select and model important words within sentences in a hard attention style as we do.

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

We present a novel method for ED that features the automatic identification of important context words in the sentences. It performs a sequence of word selections for each sentence conditional on the previously chosen words. The Gumbel-Softmax trick is employed to handle the discrete variables for training. The proposed model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both the general setting and the cross-domain setting for ED. In the future, we plan to extend and evaluate the proposed model to the related tasks (e.g., relation extraction).

<https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace>.
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